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Abstract
The paper focused on the determinants and deterrents that exist for staff
development in some selected African Universities. Two research questions
guided the work. An instrument of 13 questionnaire items was used to elicit
information from a purposive sample of 15,500 respondents. Simple statistics
was used to analyze the data. For the determinants 2 out of 5 were being
utilized by the different universities for staff development processes, while the
deterrents had only 1 out of the 8 items being actually taken care of, to allow
for staff development. Four recommendations were proffered.

Universities, the world over are established to teach, research, and carry out
community services especially in their immediate environments. The Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2009) and Encarta (2009) refer to the University as an institution
at the highest level of education where one can study for a degree or do research work.
To achieve this purpose, the universities have a workforce consisting of academic and
non-academic staff. This staff performs different roles on a daily basis to achieve the
organizational goals. Okunola (2009) said that the university has the responsibility to
raise and sustain the moral of these workers for the purpose of motivation and self
development
Due to the dynamic nature of the trend of events in the world today, such as
changes in technology, commercialization, industrialization, and globalization, this
workforce has to be abreast with the times.Cole (2005) opined that the inability by
many organizations to keep abreast with the times has been responsible for the folding
up syndrome in many industries in recent times. In his own views, Chruden and
Sherman (2010) opined that the modern world economic meltdown of many nations
including some G.8 countries of Europe and America. This has been due to incongruency with the trend of events in their industrial sectors. The views of the above
authors imply that every organization must keep updating its staff, technology and
management strategies to avoid a downturn in its general affairs. To compromise with
these facets is to invite a total crash in the system.
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The universities therefore, have no option than to improve and update the skills
and competences of their staff as regularly as possible in order to keep abreast with the
times. For this exercise to be realistic and achievable, the universities in Africa need
some effective determinants for staff development as well as evolve copying strategies
for existing and ensuing deterrents.
Determinants for Staff Development
These are factors that decide how something should happen. In other words
these may be parameters that guide decisions as regards the university systems. The
universities should have some determinants on how the entire staff is to be developed
and is being developed. Management of various universities need adequate criteria for
developing all cadres of staff in the universities for purposes of achieving set goals.
These criteria should be religiously and tenaciously pursued as a modus operandi that
carries every member of staff along, not minding the status of the staff as this concurs
with the highly productive theory of Total Quality Management (TQM) in modern
times..
Deterrents
These could be referred to as obstacles or impediments that make something
less likely to work. The universities must find a way of circumventing these deterrents
in order to succeed. To do this, the deterrents have to be detected, classified and
organized accordingly to their degree of interference. This approach will provide a
leeway to resolving the deterrents towards achieving précised goals. Castetter (1996)
defined deterrents as wisdom posts that provide light at the end of the tunnel. Baron
(2004) opined that deterrents are mere challenges that provide wisdom and knowledge
for charting the main course of action. Implicitly, deterrents which are part and parcel of
the university system like in every other organization should be harnessed and treated
carefully to provide packages of wisdom and knowledge for laudable solutions. If
proper treatment is given to deterrents in the system, they will correct negative
impressions and deviations in individual groups and hence system effectiveness. The
status of every university is adjudged by the staff efficiency, effectiveness, quantity and
quality of the staff, and how abreast with the times, such staff is.
This is an impetus for every university that sets out to be of great and expected standard.
It is for a fact finding mission that this study focused on staff development in some
African Universities as a panacea for greater expected standards
Research Questions
1. What determinants exist for staff development in African universities?
2. What may be the deterrents for staff development in African Universities?
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Methodology
The study covered a number of some selected African Universities in the following
countries: Nigeria, Ghana, Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Uganda, Congo Democratic
Republic, and the Republic of Cameroun. The intension was to cover a spread of
universities for the entire regions of Africa. The oldest universities were considered for
stability and other reasons. Respondents to the questionnaire items were merely
university staff comprising academic and non-academic staff. A questionnaire of 13
items was designed to elicit information from the respondents.
A purposive sample of 15,500 respondents was used for the study. Simple statistics was
used to analyze the reactions of the respondents to the questionnaire items. The items
that scored from 50% and above were considered (YES) positive and below 50% (NO)
negative. Questionnaire was administered by research assistants in the different
countries using the internet systems for four months.
Table 2: Deterrents in the University System
Decision
S/n

Items

Yes

No

1

The university has adequate professional expertise to design 39
and operate staff development programmes

61

2

The university knows how to spend staff development finances

32

68

3

Subordinates participate in staff development, designing and 25
making decisions

75

4

Social and political changes hinder development programmes in 30
the university.

70

5

Social and political changes enhance development programmes
in the university.

45

55

6

Behaviour modification is considered a fabric of staff 35
development programme

65

7

Change agents that make staff obsolete are considered in 62
development plans to keep such staff abreast with the times and

38
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effective.
8

Intended programme outcomes are expressed in behavioral 38
terms

62

Table 1: Determinants in the University System
S/N

Items

Decision
Yes
No

1

All staff on payroll are included in the development programmes

10

90

2

Development programmes are considered on the basis of
evolving technologies

60

40

3

Financial resources for development programmes are budgeted
annually

70

30

4

Ethics training are arranged for some selected members to
resolve the dilemmas as they arise

40

60

5

Funds are readily disbursed to deserving staff before embarking
on conferences, seminars and workshops

35

65

Table 1:
From the table above, items 2 and 3 had 60% and 40%, 70% and 30% respectively
while item 1, 4 and 5 had 10% and 90%, 40% and 60%, 35% and 65% respectively.
Table 2:
Items 1,2,3,4,5,6,8 had 39% and 61%, 32% and 68%, 25% and 75%; 20% and 80%,
45% and 55%, 35% and 65%, 38% and 62% respectively while item7 only ,had 50%
and 50%.
Discussion of Results
The determinants for staff development in the selected African universities portrayed a
weakness as indicated by a majority of the responses tending towards ‘NO’. For 3 items
having a negative reaction out of five means the determinants are not considered as
serious in staff development in the African University system. This may create a
disparity and discontent among staff. Kreitner and Kinichi (2002) orally said that many
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organizations that failed to apply the Total Quality Management theory which is very
indispensable will ever live to regret the consequences that follow. Standler (2001)
Altbach (2001) and Mama (2004) opined that there is no glamour in exposing
continuously only a few top management staff to developmental programmes because
they don’t perform all the roles in the organization.
In items 2 and 3 where the respondents tended towards ‘YES’ it is a good omen
for the systems, but much has to be done on budgetary allocations and catching up with
the changing technologies because these two aspects are the life wire of all the
organizations. When organizations are glued to these two factors they will expediently
raise standards and get oriented towards precise goal achievement. For Dike (2009),
technology is the basis of the present world standards because it collapses voluminous
paper work into fused retrievable and reliable gadgets.
In respect to the package of deterrents, only one out of the 8 presented to the
respondents was operating above average. The other 7 though in operation, fell below
the average of 50 %. Statistically only 12.5% of these deterrents are being tackled while
87.5% are still starring at the face of the university system in Africa. Under this
condition it is difficult to have any university in Africa falling among the 400 world best
universities.
Conclusion
Determinants and deterrents are two negatively related factors which every
organization including the university system must have absolute control over them
towards achieving set goals. In fact, the universities have to package what their
determinants are for staff development and what deterrent may surface as it progresses
with exercise of development. The African universities have to start action over this
issue if they must be anywhere better than now.
Similarly, the clash of the two factors creates a leeway to better standards in the
systems.
Recommendations
1. All universities in African should decide now to have the two packages of
determinants and deterrents side by side each other for a clearer picture and the
way to follow.
2. All staff in the system should be give the opportunity of development.
3. The new technologies in vogue like the ICT should be made compulsory for all
staff to undertake.
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4. Funds should be properly managed for the university system to keep alive even
in the face of corruption.
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